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Dale J. Poirier
1. Introduction
Since the legendary work of Cobb and Douglas [1], Cobb-Douglas pro-
duction functions and (to a somewhat lesser degree) Cobb-Douglas utility
functions have been popular tools of economists. This popularity can be
attributed both to the simplicity and to the wide-applicability of these
functions. However, 'these functions are of course subject to rather severe
restrictions. For example, in the production function context returns to
scale are non-varying, hence, U-shaped average cost curves are ruled out.
Also, homotheticity and unitary elasticities of substitution are required.
This study develops the idea of continuous piecewise Cobb-Douglas
functions along the spline function lines discussed in Poirier [10] - [12 ] •
This development will permit U-shaped average cost curves and "piecewise-
homotheticity" at the expense of differentiability of the functions along
lines parallel to the input axes. However, the unitary elasticities of
substitution requirements will remain.
Implicit in this discussion is the belief expressed in Poirier [10 ] -
[12] that for a wide range of problems in economics, the added generality
of more complicated functional forms is often best achieved by using
continuous piecewise functions. Briefly, the rationale is two-fold. First,
The author is an Assistant Professor of Economics at the University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. The contents of this study rely heavily on
Poirier [10, Chapter 4]. Thanks are due Joeteph Hotz, Steven Garber, William
Greene, and Diane Christenqen of the University of Wisconsin at Madison for
their data handling and programming assistance which contributed greatly to
section 5. Of course any errors are the sole responsibility of the author.
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since within each "piece" such functions have simple and familiar forms,
the analysis proceeds quite straightforwardly. Indeed all economists are
familiar with C >bb-Douglas functions and their properties, and so this
previous kr. in be easily apolied in analyzing piecewise Cobb-Dougles
functions. Second, changes jn ^he behevic r of such functions as one passes
from one piece to another are often of primary concern In economic analysis
(e.g., the changes in expansion paths diecussed in Section j) . Indeed the
testability for the existence of such "structural changes" will be an im-
portant consideration throughout this discussion.
Organizationally, we will proceed as follows. Section 2 defines a
Cobb-Douglas spline. For the sake of simplicity, but not at the expense of
generality, a production function context with two inputs, labor and capital,
•ill be used. Section 3 discusses the properties of Cobb-Doublas spline pro-
duction functionr, lenvlng to section 4 a discussion of the properties of
Cobb-Douglas spline utility functions. Finally, section 5 contains an emr J " J
application of a CDS production fraction,
2. Definition of a Cobb-Douglas Spline
Let the --ts A^ - [L- < L, <...< L_ ,} and A_ - (*.< K*
2
<...< *• j)
be meshes defining intervals in the labor (L) and capital (K) dimensions.
The elements in A and A. are crlled knots and they define a rectangular
grid in the positive quadrant that conflicts of IJ rectangles (see Figure 1).
A Cobb-Douglas spline (CDS) is a function Q(L,K) which can be defined as
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Following Nerlove [9, FP» 171-175] it can be showed that cost
minimization subject to (15) and exogenous output and input prices implies
the cost function
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"*" denotes significance at the 57. level.
"**" denotes significance at the 1% level.
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multiplied through by w .
ier the assumption that the residuals in (17) are independent, homo-
scedastic, and normally dit,r ed, the likelihood function corresponding
(17) can be maximized subject to the continuity constraint In 6- " In 0. +
(6. - 6„) In P . The resulting maximum likelihood estimators a, d. , 6
?
, n» ana
.ill asymptotically be consistent, normally distributed, and efficient. Since
the likelihood function is nonlinear in these parameters, it is necessary to
employ a technique such as Marquardt's method of steepest descent to obtain
the maximum.
The actual maximum likelihood estimators (together with their standard
errors) are given in Table 1. The results are similiar to those of Nerlcve*
the output elasticities of labor and fuel highly significant, and the output
elasticity of capital is insignificant (as it often was in Nerlove's study).
Of course the result of principal concern is the estimated change 6. - 6~ m
.03140 in the on lastieity o! at F . The asymptotically normal test
i.
statistic for testing the significance of this change is
112
(Est. Var ...-•.-
which is highly significant. Thu^ .e there are increasing raturns to
veryvhere, they appear to undergo a significant drop along F .
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